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usl--1?

l S, ,l;and
l, nand z 1; a n, i nd
prefixed to verbs [as virtually governing the gen.
o.I
case], (M, K,') because of the nearness of its .01: sece art. kS1.
meaning to the meaning of time: (1f :) as in the
(S, M, K, &c.) and l.", (M, 1,) the latter
saying [of a poet],
form used by some, as related on the authority
of Iftr; (M;) accord. to some, (M,) a noun of
[At the rsig of your ryging fow,ard the horses, vague signification, (I,M, 1f,) used metonymiunsmoothed in their coats, or trot cu7ried; which cally for a noun in the accus. case, (M,) with
means nearly the same as "at the time of your which are connected all the affixed pronouns that
urging" &c.]. (M.).-A sign as meaning an denote the accus. case: you say biI [Tee] and
indication, an evidence, or a proof. (TA.)-A
,I [me] (8 ,1f) and iI [us,
,t [him] and
asu meaning a miracle; [and a wvonder; for]
sign
A sign, token, or mark, by which a person
&c.]: (S:) and the hemzeh is changed into *, so
of God. (TA.)wonders
the
means
fAli
il
M,
T,
S,
(IAgr,
i
or thing is known ; syn. 'a
7
(1tr,
that you say J1. (;, M, KI') and JI;
In example, or a warning; (Fr, T, M, Msb, 15;)
Mosb, 1) and ;ljt: (M, V :) it properly signifies
you
that
so
j,
into
sometimes
and
;*)
IJ, M, K
any apparentthing inmparablefrom a thing not as, for instance, the case of Joseph and his bresay .1j. [and app. .Jb1j also; both of whlich
equally apparent, so thtat when oe perceires the thlren, related in the I5ur: (Fr, T:) pl. *tLI (M,
A mnessale, or comn u- are tsed by some of the Arabs in the present day,
(Fr, T.)
fornmer, he hnows that he perceives the other, O)and !'.
which he cannot perceive by itself,. when the two nicationsentfromn one person or' partty to another; very commonly in Egypt, for Jii; as meaning
body, or co};porenl
.~; like as one says I..'jj, meaning , ,:
things are of one predicament; and this is appl- syn. lij.
(TA.) -The
the
of
that
in
and
sense
of
object
the
rent in
form orJfigtre or substance, (S, M, ],) of a man, (1K :) the . and and .. [&c.] are put to sow
intellect: (Er-1tghib, TA:) it is of the measure ($,) *whichone sees from a dlistance; [as being a the object meant, in order that the person ad,J, (M,1i,) originally L.; the [former] gS being kind of sign ;] or a person, or an individual; dressed may be known from the absent [&c.]; andl
changed to 1 because the letter before it is with syn. *.
(8, M, 15.) A whole comnpany have no place in the analysis of a sentence, like
change:
fet-., though this is an extraordinary
.*sill. Tlhe the .L in W. and lI.t: (, M: in the former
of people: as in the saying, . .'
(M :) this is related as on, the authiority of Sb:
people, or party, ivent fortlh vitl their whole of which is added, and like the I and p in .J :)
(TA:) or it is of the measure a' , (M, 1,) company, not leaving behind themn anything. and this is identical with the opinion of Akh:
neaccord. to Kh; (M;) originally .jl; ( ;) [for, (AA, 8, M.) - [Hence, accord. to some, A (M, TA :) thus tI is the nolun, and what follows it
accordl. to J ind Fci,] Sb said that its medial verse of the Igur-An; as being] a collection of is to denote anlocution, [&c.,] and the two become
radlical letter is , and that the final is $, becauise n,ords of the Book of God: (S:) or a connected as one thing; for nouns of vague signification
words of this class are more common than those form of words of the 15ur-.n continued to its are not prefixed to other nouns to govern them
of whichi the medial and final radical letters are breaking off; (5, TA;) accord. to Aboo-Bekr, in the gen. case, nor are any of the pronouns, being
. is s.jl: (P:) so called because it is a sign of the breaking off: themselves determinate. ($.) Ibn-Keysdn says,
the
,l.nd.b;)
both L; (., M
Iut. IB says, Rh, didt not state that the medial (TA:) or a portion of the 1iur-hn aqfter lthich a (S, M,) some of the grammarians say that l
a
radtlical letter of Xl is , as J states; but hlie said suspension of speech is approvable: (Msb :) or
altogether, is a noun; and he ad(lds, but some say
portion of the Kuar-dn denoting any statute, or
U
quiescent
(M) that the . and a &c. are the nouns, and that
that it is originally ;l, and that the
ordlinance, of God, whether it be [what is geneIhe
that
Kh,
of
relates
he
and
is chantged into I;
I0. is a support thereto, because they cannot stand
rally termed] an i,I, [i. e. a verse,] or a chalpter
nallowed the rIel. n. of -Ito be t)l and V, and (;>,),or an ag_gregate [and distinct] portion of by themselves, (S, M,) like the . &c. which
&c5.; so when
occupy the latter place in J.
.jl;buit as to k$, he says, I kniow not any the latter. (Er-Rfighib, Kull, TA.*) [i-I,
.1)14 Tlue I
one who has said it except J: (TA:) or it is written after a quotation of a part of a verse of the .i &c. are put first, [as in Ay
the 1Iur-an, means t" j9!; Read thou the ter.e.] beat, or struck,] they are supported by ltd, and
of the measure iJl6, (,, Msb, 1,) originally ii,
the whole becomes as one thing: ( :) and you
contracted by the suppression of its final radical
lI.
art.
t11,
in
see
ttl:
may also say, L.,' ; 7 - [I beat, or struck,
letter [with the preceding kesreh]: so accord. to
:
Fr: [but see what follows (after the pls.), where
. and &SI,accord. to Kh, rel. ns. of X1, q. v. me]; because it is not allowable to say, t
thtis is said to be the opinion of Ks, and disallowed (IB,)
(as corrected by IB:) but you may not say,
hy Fr :] (, Mehb:) the pl. is $l~ and */Si, (3, M,
.1)1 C1.. b [I beat, or strucw, thee]; because
see 5.
or :
l X, or
Ml,b, ],) [or the latter is rather a coil. gen. n.,]
you only require jJQl when you cannot use the
and pl. pl. l'd: (M, 15:) J says that one of its
. [I
'0 [alone]; though you may say, .til4
pis. is L. 1~; [and we find the same also in some
beat, or struck, thce, thee]; because the 2? is made
coelies of the 1I] but this is a mistake for 't;r, , a vocative particle, (8, M, 1f,) used in calling to be syntactically dependent upon the verb, so
whiichi is pl. of js, not of 'T: (IB, TA :) and him who is near and him who is distant: [in the when you repeat it you require 1. (v.) In the
former case, like 0: in the latter, like ho tlhere,
this pl., being of the measure Jti, has been
saying of the poet, (8,) Dhu-l-Ilba' El-'Adwinee,
%j3,i1[ 0 Zeyjd,
,.j
adduced as evidence that the medial radical letter or soho, or hoUa:] you say,
(TA,)
or ho there, or soho, or bolla, &c.]:
*k
-.-' __ .s
-a , aJ *,
.'·
__t;1-a _A~t,
is i., not : (TA:) the dim. ist i*-", [of the advance:
( :) or J is in error in saying this: it is used in
chlianged to M;?; because of the calling to him who is distant: (Mughnee, I:)
mensure i
[As thogih me, on the day of Kurrd, only killed
medial radical J,] which, accord. to Fr, shows so say Ibn-El-I~jib, in the Klafiyeh, and Elourselves], he has separated it from the verb only
the opinion of Ks, that k is of the measure *1
Fakhr El-J.rabardee; and the latter adds, or because the Arabs do not make the action of the
rendered defective by the suppression of its final to him who is in a predicament like that of him agent to fall upon the agent itself by the adjuneradical letter, to be incorrect, because [Fr holds, in who is distant, being sleeping or inadvertent; the tion of the pronoun: they do not say, t,
opposition to some others, that] a noun of this mea- person who calls thereby being eager for the
i "~-4j: so the poet has used
person called to advance to him: (TA:) or not but only
sure has not its dim. formed on the measure
manner as {i'i1. (., TA.)
unless it is a proper name. (T.) They said, used in calling to him who is near: (1 :) and U;l in the same
[Do thou it at the sign of such a is substituted for its hemzeh; (M, 15;) so that Some of the grammarians say that is prefixed
OW 1i.1
and iJi sc. one says, It. (M.) AZ says, I have heard them to what follows it, governing it in the gen. case;
thipig]; like as you say, I
[Accord. and adduce as an evidence thereof a saying whici
1 , Qt. (T in ioWl 4.)
(M.) And [in this sense, as is indicated by the say, 1 ;J
see below, commencing with bj..,It 1'1 (i.)
context in the M,] it is one of the notns that are to the TA, (art I,) one says also 4l.]

name a man 05, it is imperfectly decl.: and he
adds, that 51 means a part of a whole; so that
it applies a properly to times as it does to other
things: (TA:) Fr says that it is originally Ji j -iS
[at what lime?]. (T.) One says, of a st;lpid, or
knowr not
£t
[lBe
Jl
foolish, person,
(IB.)
when].
and see also 2 in art. Ls3l.
: see isl:
-- 1: see what next follows, in two places.
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